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ABSTRACT: A feeler gage for ignition points, and the like, 
comprises a metal handle having at its end a spring clip for 
holding any one of an associate plurality of individual, 
tapered, highly-?exible gage feelers of plastic material. 
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FEELER GAGE HAVING PLASTIC FEELERS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a gap thickness “feeler” gage. 
In the past independent pivotable leaves of metal or a single 

lengthwise tapered (and graduation marked) metallic tool has 
been used for measuring and adjusting spark gaps. The single 
tool is hardly ?exible at all, and even if the pivotal (or other 
wise sorted) individual gage “leaves" of metal are somewhat 
?exible, they are not ?exible enough to get around corners 
without distorting a reading or adjustment; they do not “ 
gives;" and they do not transmit an optimum “feel” to the 
human operator. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

An object of the present invention is to provide simple and 
inexpensive means, for overcoming the above mentioned dif 
ficulties. 
Other objects and advantages will become apparent and the 

invention may be better understood from consideration of the 
following description taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view ofa highly ?exible feeler according to 
one aspect ofthe invention; 

FIG. 2 is a front edge view of the feeler of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 shows a similar feeler held in a spring clip associated 

with a metal handle according to another aspect of the inven 
tion; 

FIG. 4 is a front view of the “for-use" spring clip of FIG. 3, 
but before its assembly in the handle; 

FIG. Sis a side view of the spring clip of FIG. 4, and 
FIG. 6 shows a portion of a display card or board for holding 

various ignition point feelers and a handle. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In broad aspect the present invention proposes gap feelers 
which are of a natural or synthetic ?exible plastic or-other 
.?exible or rubberlike material. Related to this aspect is a novel 
spring clip means for mooring any one of plural such feelers to 
a handle. ' 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

As is well known, if ignition points are too close, firing may 
be too soon (with insufficient voltage and current to saturate a 
coil or cause proper combustion), while if they are too far " 
apart the dwell may be insufficient, even to the extent of hav 
ing to push the vehicle in order to start it. Prior art longitu 
dinally tapered wedge gages as in Frauenholtz U.S. Pat. No. 
2,882, 605 are somewhat disadvantageous because they are 
unyielding and because their use requires considerable free 
space for manipulation. Prior art feeler leaves individually 
pivotal (like blades of a jackknife) are well-known but they 
too, being of steel, are hard to “feel" with and require a per 
feet (i.e., initially ?at) fit for accuracy. 
To obviate these difficulties, the present invention suggests 

individual feelers which are nonmetallic, such as many natural 
or synthetic plastics or other materials such as a rubber which 
is ?exible but not particularly stretchable. Preferably the 
material is hard (relatively high on Mohs‘ scale) so that it is 
not easily scratched by the metals of conventional electrical “ 
points." Still it must not be too brittle or adversely affected by 
temperature changes likely to be encountered. Fish paper 
seems workable except for its high cost. Celluloid is usable, 
and good results are achieved using polyvinyl chloride which 
is commercially available as sheet stock in various thicknesses 
which are slightly oversize as regards nominal dimensions, e.g. 
of: 

0.010 inches 
0.015 inches 
0.020 inches 
0.025 inches 
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After selecting the feeler material, which will be assumed to 

be polyvinyl chloride sheets in each of the above nominal 
thicknesses, individual feelers, such as that shown at 10 in 
FIG. I, are cut in plural numbers from each of the thicknesses. 
One end is preferably angled off as by a slant side 108 to pro 
vide less width at ultimate gaging end 100 as compared to the 
opposite and ultimately held end (see FIG. 3). This also per 
mits each gaging end to be small while the remainder of the 
feeler has adequate room forwidentifying indicia (as shown) if 
such be desired. As a next step the gaging end 100 of each 
feeler may be knurled to roughen the end, or ground, or 
squeezed in a press, all of which seem to toughen the end. Ad 
ditionally, for some reason knurling seems to raise the 
thickness dimension while both grinding and squeezing tend to 
lower the thickness dimension, so that these procedures can 
be selectively used to bring the nominal sizes above mentioned 
into desired gage thickness, for example: 

0.010 inches 
0.015 inches 
0.016 inches 
0.017 inches 
0.018 inches 
0.019 inches 
0.020 inches 
0.025 inches 
As a next step I prefer to crestinge (omamentally design) 

one or both sides of each feeler as this makes it more decora 
tive and also seems to toughen the sheet material, though the 
order of the step may not be important and it might have been 
the whole of the original stock which was crestinged instead. 
As a next step I prefer to taper grind the gaging end 100 

toward the back as shown by the line 10T in FIG. 2. This puts 
an advantageous feel in the feeler gage and appears to give a 
novel “Go-No Go" advantage. 
As already intimated, the order of steps is not of particular 

importance and the feelers could be cut to the point as a ?nal 
step, either in plan view (FIG. I) l or elevation view (FIG. 2). 
And as a later or prior step, individual feelers can be provided 
with holes 10H as for retaining them in storage on a snap ring 
I3 later to be described in connection with FIG. 3. 
Even though plastic is easier to mark than metal, any identi 

fying printing might become obscured by grease from the 
operator’hands after some use and I prefer to color code- the 
individual feelers as indicated by the standard (Patent Office) 
hatching for green in FIGS. 1 and 2 and for blue in FIG. 3, 
Painting, to achieve this result, may readily be applied to the 
plastic. ‘ 

An assembled gage as shown in FIG. 3, has a metal handle 
portion 11 which,,-to supplement the light weight of the non 
metal (e.g., plastic) feelers, is conveniently a substantially hol 
low tube of aluminum. Handle 11 carries a convoluted spring 
steel (e.g. piano ivire) “hold for use” clip 12, as well as (op 
tionally) a spring wire clip 13 (for storage of unused feelers at 
the opposite side end of the handle). 
As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the clip 12 may be made ofa sin 

gle piece of wire having end portions 121.. and 12R, for the 
most part ultimately buried in, and preferably soldered in, a 
hole in the handle. The clip 12 wire is formed to provide a pair 
of outer (feeler gage edge) guides 126, and is shown having 
front to back vertical portions 12V and back to front angled 
portions 12A cooperating to securely hold the selected feeler 
10. The spring 12 clip has the advantage it will hold any one 
of, for example, 16 different gage feelers, each very tightly 
despite substantial differences in thickness dimensions. The 
convoluted spring wire clip is remarkably convenient to use 
and has the advantage over the prior art arrangements (of 
pivotal leaves or “snap-on,” dress-type, fastenings) of not con 
centrating force on one small area of the plastic newly used for 
feeler gage application. 
As seen in FIG. 6 a metal, wood or cardboard support 

backing 15 may hold a handle part as shown at 11' and various 
feelers 10 may be mechanically tied to the board of backing 
14 by rubber of other material straps 15 and visually corelated 
with boardlé or straps 15 (or both) by suitable indicia, as 
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shown, or by color coding or, because some people are color 
blind, or because grease accumulations tend to obscure alpha 
numerics, by both lettering and color. Optionally, too, both 
the snapring 13 (FIG. 3) and the board 14 (FIG; 6) could be 
provided, so the‘ user could decide just where and how he will 
store feelers not in immediate use. 
There is thus provided an arrangement of the class 

described capable of meeting the objects of the invention 
which is about ?ve ways better because of: super ?exibility, 
the “Go-N0 Go” feature, the positive feel even when the 
feeler must go around the corners, the feature drag, and the 
close tolerances which can be achieved, all of which provide 
about ?ve better ways for curing hard starting, rough idling, 
poor acceleration, spark ping, and low gas mileage. 
The ability of the suggested feeler material to go around 

corners means less possibility of opening the gap gage sought 
to be measured. Additionally, the invention provides a con 
struction which is of light weight and low cost and really capa 
ble of transferring feel of the situation to the human operator 
particularly where the gap to be gaged is hidden from view. 
Perhaps one of the requisites is that the flexibility of the feeler 
material be greater than that of the spring against which points 
may be opened, since only this can assure not giving a wrong 
reading.- Nonmetal feelers serve this end; conventional ones of 
steel do not. Additionally, nonmetal feelers are easier to color 
or otherwise identify and each nonmetal feeler can readily be 
made ?exible enough so that it will square itself with gap limits 
rather than changing those limits just because the human 
operator can not or does not hold his feeler square. 
Of course, instead of simply obviating or having any paint 

ing step, plastic sheet stock which is colored throughout might 
be used, for while l have illustrated and described particular 
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4 
embodiments, various modi?cations may obviously be made 
without departing from the true spirit and scope of the inven 
tion which I intend to have de?ned only by the accompanying 
claims taken with all reasonable equivalents. It should be un 
derstood that, for clarity, the drawing is not-to-scale, particu 
larly as to feeler thickness in H0. 2. 

lclaim: 
1. A feeler gage comprising a metal handle portion, and a 

plurality of more than two ?exible feelers, each having sub 
stantially the same width, and which di?‘er operatively from 
one another in thickness and which additionally differ visually 
from one another according to added indicia substantially 
distinguishable by the unaided human eye, said handle portion 
including a plurally convolute spring means, which, when the 
handle is generally vertical, includes a wire with a horizontal 
section shorter than the width of the feelers, and having right 
angular extensions which extend upward at each end of the 
horizontal section, each extension being shorter than the 
feeler, each extension ?ared outwardly then turned back upon 
itself to loop behind, and then extending downwardly and 
passing forward of the horizontal section so that the spring 
means can hold a feeler to be used for gauging. 

2. A feeler gage as in claim 1 further characterized by the 
readily legible identifying indicia including color coding. 

3. A feeler gage as in claim 1 further characterized by the 
feelers each having a width dimension and a minor dimension 
of thickness and being frusto tapered as to width to provide a 
small width for gaging and a greater width for handling, identi 
fying and the like, and being in part and tapered as to 
thickness to provide a small thickness for entry and a greater 
thickness for gaging. 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
Patent No. 3 ’ 590 ’ 490 Dated July 6 , 1971 

Inventor(s) James A. Coleman 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent 
and that said Letters Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

On the cover sheet [72] "Socka Ave" should read -- Soika 
Ave ~-. Column 1, lines 13 and 14, "gives" should read -- give 

Column 2, line 9, cancel the blotch; line 72, "15" should 
read -— 14 —-' , line 74, "of" should read -— or --. Column 4, line 
29, before "tapered" insert —- frustatively —— 
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